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What would happen if you were cycling to the office and just kept on pedalling?Needing a
change, Mike Carter did just that. Following the Thames to the sea he embarked on an epic
5,000 mile ride around the entire British coastline - the equivalent of London to Calcutta.He
encountered drunken priests, drag queens and gnome sanctuaries. He met fellow travellers and
people building for a different type of future. He also found a spirit of unbelievable kindness and
generosity that convinced him that Britain is anything but broken. This is the inspiring and very
funny tale of the five months Mike spent cycling the byways of the nation.
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25AcknowledgementsCopyrightAbout the BookMIKE CARTER needed a change. Fed up with
his job and with a Britain seemingly rife with crime and sliding into economic downturn, one day
he decided to cycle straight past the office to find out for himself what was going on. He would
follow the Thames to the sea and then ride around the entire coastline, a journey of 5,000 miles
– the equivalent of London to Calcutta. If he completed it, he would end up exactly where he
started. Physically, at least.Mostly camping or relying on the hospitality of strangers, he
encountered drunken priests and drag queens, gnome sanctuaries and hippy communities,
fellow travellers and people striving for a radically different type of future. He also found a spirit of
unbelievable kindness, generosity and hope that not only changed the way he felt about the
world but, more than anything, convinced him that Britain was anything but broken.About the
AuthorMike Carter grew up in Birmingham and now lives in south-west London. He works for the
Guardian as a travel writer and subeditor, although he considers his spell as a dancer at the
Halikarnas nightclub in Bodrum, Turkey, to have been the peak of his career. He is the author of
One Man and his Bike and Uneasy Rider, Travels Through a Midlife Crisis, his story of a 20,000-
mile trip to the four corners of Europe on a motorbike.To Baron von DraisPrologueA fairground
booth in Skegness, Lincolnshire.‘I can see you are restless, a free spirit,’ says the fortune-
teller.‘But soon you will need to go home.’Chapter 1‘I thought of that while riding my bike.’Albert
Einstein on the Theory of Relativity‘Eres un imbécil,’ said Simon. ‘Eres demasiado viejo para
hacer algo como esto.’‘Eh?’ I answered.‘You can’t even speak Spanish!’ he said.‘I’m learning.
Tapes.’‘How long? How long have you been learning?’‘A few months,’ I said. This was a lie. It had
been a couple of weeks.‘And you’re moving to Buenos Aires next month?’‘Si. No going back
now.’He took a sip of his pint. ‘Okay. Seeing as we’re in a pub, and seeing as you’re on your sixth
pint, how would you say “I am pissed” in Spanish?’‘Easy. “Soy un borracho”.’‘That means “I am a
drunk”. In Spanish, there’s a distinction between the permanent and the impermanent. Kinda
important. Pretty basic.’Simon turned away to see what was happening in the match on TV.
‘Pretty basic,’ I muttered under my breath.‘What?’ he said.‘Nothing.’‘You’ve never even been to
Buenos Aires,’ he said.‘So?’‘Why there?’‘I don’t know,’ I said. ‘I’ve heard it’s a great place to live.
Got to be better than here. Is that a good enough reason?’‘Aren’t you worried you’ll get lonely?
Won’t you miss Britain, friends?’‘Miss Britain!’ I said. ‘You kidding me? Have you taken a look
around lately?’We both took a drink of our pints. Silence.‘Got anywhere to live?’ Simon said
eventually.‘No.’‘Know anybody? Contacts?’‘No.’‘Job lined up?’I shook my head.‘You’re skint.
What will you do for money?’‘I’ll work in a bar. Be a waiter. Something will come up. It always
does.’‘Mike,’ said Simon, his voice taking on the concerned tone of a father telling his son that



Santa doesn’t exist. ‘You’re 45. Taking off to another country on the other side of the world where
you don’t speak the language and don’t know anybody would be hard at 25. But 45? Madness!
Don’t you think it’s time you stopped, well…’‘Well, what?’‘…running away.’Chapter 2‘It would not
be at all strange if history came to the conclusion that the perfection of the bicycle was the
greatest incident of the nineteenth century.’AnonymousI pulled up at a red light on the
Embankment, on my usual bicycle commute to work.‘Me llamo Michel,’ said language guru
Michel Thomas through my earphones. ‘Cómo te llamas?’‘Me llamo Mike,’ I said.‘Todavia
quieres hacerlo?’ asked Thomas.‘No quiero hacerlo ahora,’ I said.‘Por qué no?’ Thomas asked.I
turned off my iPod.A woman crossed the road, giving me the look reserved in London for people
talking to themselves on bicycles in bad Spanish: fear, contempt.The lights went green. I
pedalled on.Simon’s comments had touched a nerve. Not the bits about being a dreamer or my
rubbish Spanish – they were indisputably true – but about running away.Riding a bicycle is made
for thinking. I thought about my life. When I was young, my family had always been on the move:
different cities, different houses. By the time I was 11, I’d been to four different schools. I
remember being upset about it at first, but losing friends and teachers and a base became so
routine that somewhere along the line I must have developed an indifference to everything.I was
13 when my parents split up. I took to the railways, sleeping on trains and station platforms,
sometimes staying away from home for several days at a time. If it wasn’t trains, I’d get on my
bicycle and just ride for hours and hours. Where I went wasn’t important, as long as I was
moving.When my mum died a few years later, I travelled the world, working odd jobs, always
looking for the next thing. When my short marriage broke down, I took off on a motorbike.
Movement seemed to be my hardwired response when life delivered a blow. It’s not hard to see
patterns when we look back.And when I thought about other areas of my life, the same thing
kept appearing. Work? Hardly had a full-time job in my life, always freelance, always needing to
know the door was unlocked. Relationships? Only had one that was serious. I married her, and
look where that got me. I’d never had kids. Homes? Always moving or, if not actually moving,
thinking about moving. Security and commitment were fine for other people, just not for me,
thank you very much. And for years, all this seemed to work just dandy. Or at least I thought it
did.But I was getting tired. Not just tired of the constant physical movement, but tired of the
isolation I’d created for myself, the very thing I’d meticulously cultivated and preserved. The
adrenaline rush of being alone, relying solely on my own resources, of not belonging anywhere
was, frankly, exhausting.I stopped at the lights at the north side end Blackfriars Bridge. Every
day I came this way and every day I turned left onto New Bridge Street and, 10 minutes later,
would arrive at work. As I waited, I looked through the snarled-up traffic to the road opposite,
leading east. Queen Victoria Street.Intuition and instinct are funny things. They’re nearly always
right and we nearly always ignore them. A thought arrived from nowhere: We live on an island. If I
carried on straight, instead of turning left, and followed the Thames out to the sea, as long as I
kept the water to my right I would eventually have to arrive back at Blackfriars Bridge, only on the
other side of the river. I tried to calculate how far that would be – four or five thousand miles,



perhaps – and thought about the places that bike ride would take me: the Northumberland coast;
Cape Wrath; the Gower Peninsula; Land’s End; through Hull and Edinburgh, Ullapool and
Liverpool, Swansea and Portsmouth. And all just by carrying on pedalling up Queen Victoria
Street. The simplicity and beauty of the idea made me laugh out loud. The man in the car next to
me wound his window up.I arrived at work. Things had changed a lot at the Guardian and
Observer over the past few years. For one, we’d moved from our tired offices in Farringdon Road
to a flash new building overlooking the canal in King’s Cross: all glass atriums, and lurid-
coloured chairs that looked like giant puckered lips, and ‘breakout areas’ and ‘think-pods’, within
which we were encouraged to think in the ‘blue sky’ sense. Old-school hacks stumbled around
looking lost, like they’d wandered into a dystopian nightmare.There were bigger rumblings afoot.
The recession was biting. Sales figures were bad. Advertising revenue had plummeted. A cull of
staff loomed. There was talk of a ban on freelancers (of which, naturally, I was one). Nobody
could see it getting better any time soon. There was an air of restlessness, uncertainty, as there
seemed to be in wider society. Was this fuelling the restiveness I was feeling? Was this just the
way modern life was? No security? No permanence? People were edgy. Morale was very
low.We went through that day’s schedule for the Comment pages. There were six pieces: the
MPs’ expenses scandal; the news that bankers were to award themselves huge bonuses after
being bailed out by the taxpayer to the tune of £80 billion; an analysis of the latest social
attitudes survey that revealed 80 per cent of Britons now blamed the poor for being poor, a
massive increase from just 20 years earlier; a piece about probable savage public-spending cuts
under an increasingly likely-looking Tory government; an editorial on the exponential rise of
CCTV; and, finally, a piece about binge drinking and ‘broken Britain’.I met up with my colleague
Charlie in the canteen for lunch.‘How are the plans for Argentina going?’ he asked.‘Oh,
okay.’‘When are you leaving?’ he asked.‘Not sure. I’m having second thoughts.’‘Are you mad?’ he
said. ‘Last time I spoke to you, you were full of it. Just going to pack a bag, jump on a plane and
see what happened. What’s changed?’‘Maybe I’m just getting too old for it all.’‘This country’s
finished,’ he said. ‘Look around you. Britain is a toilet.’‘A friend reckons I spend my life running
away.’‘He sounds jealous,’ Charlie said. ‘If I didn’t have a family and commitments, I’d be on the
next plane out of here. Nobody depends on you. There’s nothing keeping you here.’‘Maybe that’s
part of the problem,’ I said. ‘So, a year or two in Argentina. Then what?’‘Maybe you’ll meet
somebody there, settle down…’‘But why would that be any different to doing it here? It’s not
really about meeting somebody anyway. If that were the case, I’d be on the Internet lying about
my height and income. I think it’s more about, well… at risk of sounding like a tosser, having
roots, belonging somewhere.’‘Belonging?’‘I think so.’‘Tosser.’‘Thank you.’The truth was, as far as
I could fathom, that I really wanted to love Britain. Wanted to love being here. I wanted this to feel
like home. I hated the fact that I always thought life would be better if I could be somewhere else
– because that never worked out. All this had started to grow in importance in my head since I
made the decision to leave.But Britain was increasingly a hard place to hold much affection for.
And things seemed like they were only going to get worse.I grew up in inner-city areas alongside



crime and poverty. But I can’t ever remember Britain feeling as squalid as now, as divided, as
uncaring, as ‘broken’. Could a country have changed so much in such a short time? But as much
as I wanted to leave, the very thought felt like an infidelity.‘On the way to work this morning I had
an idea. Instead of turning left at Blackfriars Bridge, what would happen if I just kept cycling
straight on and followed the coast?’‘You’d get to Middlesbrough,’ Charlie said. ‘Not quite Buenos
Aires.’‘A full circuit of the island. An exotic adventure in my own backyard. The kindness of
strangers and all that.’‘There’s nothing exotic about moaning Brits. It would be like cycling
through the Daily Mail. The roads are vile. And as for the kindness of strangers, this is Britain
we’re talking about.’‘It’s not that bad.’ I suddenly felt quite protective.‘Remember that old German
guy a couple of years back?’ Charlie said. ‘Cycled round the world for 10 years or something,
through Afghanistan, Iraq, the lot. Never had any problems. Arrives off the ferry in Portsmouth,
pitches his tent, wakes up the next day and his bike’s been nicked.’‘I’m supposed to be leaving in
a month’s time,’ I said. ‘I’ve bought my ticket.’‘I know. Sunshine. Tango. Argentinian women.
Adventure. Lucky bastard.’‘But imagine, just riding my bike every day, camping at night, living
simply. When I got back in six months, I could always still go to Argentina.’After work, I cycled
through King’s Cross, then past the old Guardian building in Farringdon Road, all dark now. It
was raining hard, the water sitting on the road in oily slicks, reflecting the spectral tungsten glow
of the streetlights. In the distance, the skyscrapers of the City burned brightly.A motorbike
flashed past me. Followed by a car. They both screeched to a halt at the lights just before
Blackfriars Bridge. A middle-aged man jumped out of the car. Something in his hand glinted,
caught in the headlights. The biker jumped off and raised both hands above his head. While the
man from the car waved his blade about in wild slashes, a young girl, around seven years old,
got out of the passenger seat. She ran towards the biker and, jumping up to reach, started
punching him in the helmet, landing one punch each time at the top of her parabola. This was
simultaneously so depressing and so funny that I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.I jumped
off my bicycle and let it drop to the ground. My hands were trembling. Calmly, though I’m not sure
where the calm came from, I asked the man with the knife whether anything was worth this.He
looked at me with eyes as dead as a fish on a slab. Then he waved his knife at the biker once
more, called him a cunt, ushered the girl back to the car and drove off.‘Cheers for that,’ said the
biker through his open visor. ‘That guy was mental. This country’s gone mad.’ He mounted his
bike and rode off into the night.All was quiet again. I was alone. To my left was Queen Victoria
Street. I looked at it. On that grim, wet night, it suddenly seemed as magical as Professor Kirke’s
wardrobe or the fancy-dress shop’s changing room in Mr Benn. A portal.I got out my phone and
sent a text to Simon.‘I’m not going to Buenos Aires,’ it read. ‘I’m off to Basildon.’Chapter 3‘[The
bicycle] is no longer a beast of steel… no, it is a friend… It is a faithful and powerful ally against
one’s worst enemies. It is stronger than anxiety, stronger than sadness. It has all the power of
hope.’Maurice LeblancPedalling frantically up and down a towpath in East London in the May
rain was not quite how I envisioned my round-Britain bike ride ending. Yet here I was, quite stuck,
my A–Z not old but completely useless, pinging back and forth like a tin duck in a shooting



gallery, unable to make any headway east, all throughways turned into cul-de-sacs by the
Olympic machine.A man about my age cycled towards me on the towpath. I stood in his way,
raising a hand. He stopped. He had to, really. My bike, loaded with the amount of gear normally
only seen with refugees fleeing a war zone, was completely blocking the towpath. His only other
options would have been to ride through the nettles or into the river. London being London, he
weighed his alternatives carefully.‘Sorry to stop you,’ I said. ‘But I’m a bit lost.’‘Where are you
going?’ he asked.‘Today?’ I said. ‘Or ultimately?’Doubtless not expecting to be engaged in
matters existential on his morning commute, he steered things towards the purely
navigational.‘Now. Where are you going now?’‘Not sure, really. Possibly Burnham-on-
Crouch.’‘Possibly?’‘Or maybe Maldon…’‘Where’s that?’‘Essex coast,’ I said. ‘Beyond
Chelmsford, I think. Where the salt comes from. I’ve never been there before. Supposed to be
nice.’‘You don’t know where you’re going?’‘I don’t like to plan too much,’ I said.‘And you don’t
have a map?’‘Just my A to Z. But it’s useless because of all this.’ I gestured towards the cranes
and the throbbing of heavy plant and driving piles into the ground on the other side of the fence.
‘I was going to buy a map when I got out of town. I didn’t think I’d need one for Stratford.’He
glanced at the nettles again, and then the river. He needed an explanation.‘You see, I’m going to
cycle around the entire coast. I thought that all I had to do was keep the Thames in sight and
thereafter the sea on my right and, as we live on an island, I couldn’t go wrong. But I lost the
Thames shortly after the Blackwall Tunnel, and now here I am.’‘For charity?’ he said.‘What?’‘For
charity? You doing it for charity?’‘No. Just for me.’‘That’s a waste,’ he said.This way of looking at
achievement was a new development of the past couple of decades in Britain. Every time
somebody did something – climb a mountain, run a marathon, fart the national anthem – it had
to be for charity, as if we’d lost the notion that things were worth doing for their own sake. I
imagined Scott plaguing his chums for pledges to go towards a penguin hospital, or Hannibal
raising money for an elephant rescue centre.We stood there for a moment. Not only were my
actual navigation skills terrible, but my moral compass was shot too, me being so wrapped up in
my own existence that I couldn’t be arsed to help the needy.‘It’s the same distance as London to
Calcutta,’ I said, feeling the need to inflate myself up.‘London to Calcutta?’ he said. ‘Are you
sure?’‘Yes, the wrinkly nature of the coastline means it’s a lot further than you think.’‘Wow,’ he
said.‘Yes,’ I replied.‘Still. Shame.’We stood there for a moment in awkward silence.‘Follow me,’ he
said. ‘I’ll put you on the A11.’I tried to bump my bike around, but the front wheel slipped in the
mud. I tried for a second to arrest the fall, but with the ridiculous amount of weight I’d packed, it
was like wrestling a bull steer. The bike fell from under me and came to rest on its side in the
mud, me standing over it.I had ignored the conventional wisdom about taking trial runs with a full
load. In fact, the day I’d set off was the first time I’d ridden with luggage – two panniers on the
back, two straddling the front wheel, a dry bag full of camping gear bungeed to the rear rack,
and a bar bag – in my life.I am not proud of my lack of planning and foresight, but it’s something
I’ve become used to over the years. Some people are planners. Some are not. I’d always been
struck by the Ancient epigram: ‘Want to give the gods a laugh? Tell them of your plans.’I’d



ignored too the sensible notion that one should get in some serious training miles before a big
expedition. The 10 miles I’d cycled since leaving home had felt like riding through treacle. With
the weight on the front of the bike, every slight turn of the handlebars had threatened to send me
crashing to earth. The rain continued to fall. I thought about the 5,000 miles I still had to cover.
My mind wandered to the Aerolineas check-in desk at Heathrow.We pedalled south together,
past fenced-off slip ramps, under rumbling flyovers, weaving between people out walking their
dogs. They were always muscular ‘fighting dogs’ these days – mastiffs, bull terriers, Staffies –
with harnesses and studded collars and, according to regular stories in the papers, a taste for
baby flesh. It was rare to see anything else now. Every time I saw a poodle or a Labrador or a
mongrel, I always felt sorry for it. It must be like they’ve woken up in some futuristic nightmare,
some doggy Mad Max. It’s a pretty pass when a dog can’t sniff another dog’s arse without
fearing for its life.The Waterworks River (Oh, that trinity of the world’s great waterways: the
Ganges, the Euphrates, the Waterworks…) wound its way behind derelict warehouses with
broken panes and the dank, musty smell of decay. Reed heads and shopping trolleys broke the
water’s surface.‘So how long is this trip going to take?’ asked the man, over his shoulder. I hadn’t
bothered to ask his name, of course. I was still in London, after all.‘Not sure,’ I said. ‘Five months.
Six months. It’s not a race. I’m just going to see where I end up each day. If I come across
somewhere I like, or there’s something interesting going on, I’ll hang around for a while. You
know.’‘I’d love to do something like that one day, though probably Spain or Italy. Somewhere hot.
Not this shithole. So, you’re going anticlockwise?’‘Looks like it.’‘Why?’It was a good question. A
pity I didn’t have a good answer. Every time I went for a loop around Richmond Park, I always
went anticlockwise. That didn’t seem a sound-enough basis for deciding the direction of this
somewhat larger loop though. I needed more substance.‘Ever see those experiments where
they show how water goes down the plughole differently in the northern and southern
hemispheres?’ I said.‘No.’‘Well, if you empty a sink in Australia, the water will always flow
clockwise. In Britain, anticlockwise,’ I said.‘Why?’ The look on his face betrayed the fact that he
knew nothing of such weighty and celestial matters. I’d got the keys to Bullshit City.‘It’s all to do
with magnetic forces and the poles,’ I said. ‘And the rotation of the earth and hurricanes and all
that. It’s the natural order of things.’‘What happens on the equator?’Another fine question.‘The
water stays in the sink.’‘For ever?’‘Yes.’‘That doesn’t sound right.’‘Look it up.’ I hoped he would. I
didn’t want to be haunted in the future by the voice of Chris Tarrant saying: ‘And, for one million
pounds, you, East London bloke, said “C: The water doesn’t go down.” Don’t go away, we’ll be
back after this break…’Eventually, we came to a ramp with no fences blocking it off, at the top of
which was a graffiti-strewn concrete flyover, heavy with trucks and buses. The ride up the ramp
made me puff.‘There you go: the A11,’ said the man. ‘Your gateway to Britain. I bet they’re words
that have never been used in the same sentence before.’‘Thank you.’‘Good luck,’ he replied and,
as he cycled off, I’m sure I saw him shake his head. Still, he’d have a good story to tell when he
got to work.I trundled through the Stratford one-way system and then joined the Romford Road,
buses squeezing past my wide load in the bus lanes, my eyes scouring the near distance for the



potholes that, every time I hit one, threatened to fold my laden steel bike like a wire coat hanger. I
noticed how tightly I was gripping the bars, constantly trying to manhandle the bike, fighting it,
scared of its weight. It was making my hands and shoulders ache. I was hoping that with practice
I’d loosen up. If I didn’t, off the bike I’d be walking like Frankenstein’s monster for the next few
months.There were plenty of vacant shop units on the Romford Road. Those that were still open
for business were mostly Indian restaurants, hairdressers and minicab offices. Outside a grocery
shop stood a trestle table full of fruit and vegetables in small clear-plastic bowls. I pulled
over.‘How much for the bananas?’ I asked the guy standing outside his shop, resplendent in his
burgundy salwar kameez. There were six in the bowl.‘Pound,’ he said.‘And the
grapes?’‘Everything’s a pound.’I asked how he made money, selling his stuff so cheaply.‘No
choice,’ he said. ‘Times are hard. But the supermarkets can’t compete with us when we drop our
prices so low. They sell their fruit cheap; we go cheaper. They open late; we open later. We’re 24
hours now. And so it goes.’But where could it go after that?‘Must be exhausting,’ I said.‘What can
you do?’ he said. ‘That’s a pound.’I stuffed the bananas in my bar bag.‘Anything else?’ he asked.
‘These plums are good and sweet.’‘I can’t carry much,’ I said, pointing to my bike.‘Must weigh a
ton,’ he said.‘Try it,’ I said. ‘Go on, pick it up.’He was a big man but, grabbing under the saddle,
struggled to lift the bike off the ground.‘What have you got in there!’ he laughed.‘Too much. I’m
going to have to get rid of some of it.’I retrieved a banana from the bar bag.‘Do you know where I
can get a road atlas round here?’ I asked.‘You lost?’‘Not really. I just need a road map. Is there a
petrol station nearby?’‘Where you heading?’ he asked.I told him about my trip.‘All the way
around Britain!’ he said. ‘That must be over a thousand miles.’‘More like five thousand.’‘You need
some more bananas!’ he laughed.‘Nice sales technique.’‘How come you haven’t got a map?’ he
asked.‘This is going to sound stupid, but I thought that I’d be able to keep the water in sight. As
long as I could see the Thames and then the sea, I couldn’t go wrong. But I haven’t seen the
water since just past Canary Wharf.’‘Hang on,’ he said. ‘Keep an eye out. I’ll be back in a minute.’
He disappeared into his shop, and after a couple of minutes emerged, smiling, clutching a well-
thumbed AA Road Atlas of Great Britain.‘Any good? Thought I’d lost it, so I bought a new one,
then found out my brother had borrowed it. It’s only a couple of years old. Can’t imagine much
has changed in that time.’‘You sure?’‘I don’t need it,’ he said, thrusting it at me.‘I’m touched,’ I
said, and tucked the atlas under a bungee cord on the back rack.‘You’re touched all right,’ he
laughed, tapping his temple. ‘Five thousand miles!’‘I’ll take those plums as well,
please.’‘Pound.’Through Ilford and Hornchurch the traffic began to thin out a bit, the rain
becoming just a light drizzle. A group of pensioners sat waiting for a bus at a stop outside a bank
on Hornchurch high street. Without thinking, I waved. The three women waved back, smiling,
one of them raising her stick in a friendly salute. What weird disease was this I’d picked up,
greeting strangers? Where did I think I was: abroad?In reality I was past Upminster at the end of
the Underground network. I lived at the other end of the District Line. I could have popped on the
Tube and got home without having to change trains. This felt like the start of the adventure
proper, a feeling only intensified a couple of miles later when I ducked under the M25 and



London appeared to stop abruptly and the skies seemed to widen, as if that 117-mile strip of
tarmac was keeping the masses constrained like a taut girdle, all its neurotic twitchings hemmed
in.I meandered along the Essex lanes flanked by hawthorn hedge-rows, a brisk south-westerly
pushing me along. Through North Ockendon, Bulphan and Little Malgraves, even the place
names were redolent of a more pastoral world. It was hard to imagine that a few hours before, I
had been cycling along the Embankment, with its angry traffic and siren symphony.I looked at
my new map and plotted a route to Basildon. Useful things, maps. The road went through a
place called Langdon Hills and I thought I’d test my legs. I mean, Essex is not exactly the Alps.
How steep could it be? Oh dear. Within a few minutes I was walking, my feet slipping like a
cartoon character on banana skins on the damp road surface as I tried to force the immense
weight of my bike and belongings up the hill, stopping every minute or so to wipe the stinging
sweat from my eyes.When I’d set off that morning, I had wondered how long it would be before I
had to get off and push. A part of me (the moron part) thought it might be Yorkshire or the
Highlands of Scotland. Another part of me (the hopelessly deluded moron part) even imagined
that I’d never have to get off and push; that I might circumnavigate the entire island, bum and
saddle never parted. And yet here I was, in Essex, just after lunchtime on day one, pushing. But
a part of me (the 45-year-old, dodgy-kneed, never-been-cycle-touring-before, packed-far-too-
much-stuff part) was glad. At least now I wouldn’t have to go through that agonising macho
bullshit of killing myself trying to cycle up the steepest hills simply because I didn’t want that hill
to be the one.I would definitely have to get rid of some gear, though. Maybe even an arm. I
mean, who needs two?In Basildon, I stopped to eat a banana and some plums and looked at
the map again. If I was to follow my original plan of sticking strictly to every inch of the coast
covered by road, then I now needed to head for Canvey Island, do a loop of that, then on to
Southend-on-Sea and beyond to Shoeburyness. But such is the nature of the Essex coastline,
with its myriad creeks and marshes and sticky-out bits, to use the technical geographical term,
that I would have to come nearly all the way back to just north of Basildon to get around the
River Crouch. That would be an out-and-back of some 30-odd miles just to say I’d been to
Shoeburyness.Billy Bragg sang about Shoeburyness in ‘Trunk Road to the Sea’, but he
neglected to say what one might find when one got there. I recalled that in the children’s book
Larklight, Philip Reeve mentioned a ‘squalid spot called Shoeburyness’. Thanks, Phil; good
enough for me. I only hoped that I wouldn’t be haunted in the future by Chris Tarrant sitting
opposite me saying: ‘And, for one million pounds, Mike, where in Britain can you still see the mile-
long remains of a Cold War defence boom designed to trap Soviet submarines? Come on, you’d
know it if you’d been there.’I flicked through the atlas. Now that I could see where the roads went
in relation to the coastline, it was clear I’d have to make some decisions about the nature of the
ride. It was true that I didn’t have a strict timetable for completing the journey, but if I followed
every single cul-de-sac to every single headland, I would be on the road for the rest of my life,
and possibly some of the next one too.I opened the pages on the West Coast of Scotland. Some
of the peninsulas had no roads at all. And then there were all the islands. Did they count as part



of the British coastline? And how about taking ferries across estuaries? Was that cheating? And
bridges?I’d set off on this journey to see my country, to meet people, not to break any records.
This was my journey. I’d use my logic, however inconsistent. If hopping across islands made
sense to make progress, I’d do it. If I wanted to go to a particular island just for the hell of it, I’d do
it. If there was a ferry, I’d take it. Or not.I decided to do what I always end up doing: make it up as
I go along, see where the road took me. After all, I’d already broken two taboos with barely 30
miles under my wheels: getting off and walking up a hill, and deciding against going to the first
headland of the trip. Now I was free to do anything I wanted and it felt liberating.I looked at the
next headland up, a big gnarled thumb of Essex hitching in the North Sea, with Burnham-on-
Crouch on the ball joint. There was really only one way on and off that landmass too. But I had to
go somewhere, or else I might end up in Basildon for the rest of my life.The south-westerlies had
picked up. If I headed to Burnham, I’d have a tailwind all the way. Going where the wind blew me.
I liked that.If there is ever a place that feels like it’s at the end of the road to nowhere, then it’s
Burnham-on-Crouch. I approached the town, still barrelling along with the wind, under a watery
sun with puffball clouds scudding across the sky at breakneck speed. The trees beside the road
were being whipped into a frenzied Mexican wave, the mudflats to my right glossed with a patina
of mercury. Arthur Ransome and Alfred Hitchcock are both said to have been inspired by the
area, the latter for The Birds – the attendant vast number of crows squawking their sinister laugh
and swooping around me made that easy to see. And it’s there that Martian invaders stalked
across the land towards one of the most dramatic battles of HG Wells’ The War of the
Worlds:Then, far away beyond the Crouch, came another, striding over some stunted trees, and
then yet another, still farther off, wading deeply through a shiny mudflat that seemed to hang
halfway up between sea and sky.This all seemed to capture that estuarine landscape perfectly: a
fantasy playground ripe for children’s adventure, underscored by a wild, brooding malevolence.I
wanted to explore Burnham, but first I needed somewhere to sleep. There would be plenty of
time to camp on this trip – my budget would see to that – but I thought I’d treat myself, for the first
few nights at least, to a nice, comfy bed. Besides, after 65 miles, my backside felt like it had
been tenderised with a steak mallet, my thighs like they had been pummelled with a cricket bat. I
was assuming, praying, that my journey would get easier.I saw a sign for a B&B and slipped and
slid along a gravel track – not great for a loaded touring bicycle – through a tunnel of trees. At the
end was a black-and-white timbered manor house, set in beautiful formal gardens, a riot of
colour dissected by symmetric paving, with a gazebo floating on a lake. It was a place to arrive at
in a vintage Rolls-Royce trailing horseshoes, not smelly and sweaty and splattered in dead
flies.‘Welcome,’ said a bouncy woman in her mid-to-late twenties who introduced herself as
Kate. ‘Come far?’‘London,’ I said.‘Blimey,’ said Kate.‘I’ve had the wind,’ I said.‘Oh,’ said Kate.A
man appeared.‘This is my husband, Ben,’ said Kate.‘Welcome,’ said Ben. ‘Bring your bike
inside.’I looked inside the grand hallway. There was beautiful wooden flooring and expensive-
looking rugs, leading to a dark-oak staircase at the bottom of which a bronze Aphrodite held
aloft a glass bowl lamp. On a low oak table sat bowls of potpourri and bridal magazines. An



exquisite grandfather clock wheezed and clunked asthmatically.‘Are you sure?’ I asked. ‘My
bike’s quite clean.’ I looked at the Ridgeback. It wasn’t clean. It looked as if it had been at
Glastonbury. ‘I can put some paper under it.’‘Don’t worry,’ said Kate. ‘The floor cleans up well
enough. We get all sorts of muck in here.’She showed me up to my room. I asked how long
they’d been there. They did seem very young and, well, normal, to be living in such a big,
gorgeous house within commuting distance of London.‘A couple of years,’ she said. She told me
how she and Ben had been living in London, her working in PR, him in IT. She’d given it up to
become a youth worker and Ben retrained as an osteopath. Eventually they’d left the city and
bought the manor house, to live the dream. But the sums hadn’t added up.‘We started doing
weddings to make ends meet,’ she said. ‘Now that’s our main business. The season starts in two
weeks and we’re booked solid till October.’‘Hard work,’ I said.‘Oh, yes,’ Kate said. ‘Fun, but hard.
We try and organise everything ourselves: catering, music, the lot. And I’m pregnant with our
second so it’s not going to get any easier. Our friends from London are all jealous of us. But Ben
and I are often jealous of them, living in the city, normal jobs. It can feel quite isolated here.’We
approached a dark, wood-panelled door.‘This is you: the honeymoon suite,’ she said. ‘You’re the
only guest tonight. I warn you, though, we haven’t had the time to renovate the bathroom yet.
The previous owners had somewhat “interesting” tastes.’‘I couldn’t care less what the bathroom
looks like,’ I said. ‘I’m just desperate for a good soak.’I closed the door, put my panniers down,
unpacked them and laid the contents out on the bed. I had to get rid of some stuff. I was
exhausted from riding 65 miles on mostly flat roads with a strong tailwind. Weighed down as I
was, there’s no way I would be able to tackle the upcoming hills, no matter how fit I
became.Looking back now, I can’t believe what I’d packed for the trip. Yet when I’d laid it all out at
my flat in London, I’d easily managed to justify all items individually. I started to sort my
belongings into separate piles.In the ‘non-cycling clothes’ pile went: two pairs of jeans (the
heaviest fabric there is; one pair that fitted me now and a pair from my slimmer days that I would
doubtless need a month from now when I was svelte again); a pair of lightweight hiking trousers
(with zip-off legs, thus saving the need for a separate pair of shorts); a presentable jacket (for
evenings out); a thick fleece; a micro fleece; four non-cycling T-shirts; two smart shirts (now
horribly creased); a pair of smartish shoes (for aforementioned evenings out); a pair of sandals
(for quiet nights around the campsite); and a pair of trainers (for walking around the sights). Then
there were two pairs of swimming trunks; a dozen pairs of socks, including two pairs of smart silk
ones; a dozen pairs of underpants; a pair of long johns; a pair of fleece gloves; and a woolly hat
(the latter three items for cold nights in the tent – I wasn’t buying into the predicted ‘barbecue
summer’).On the bike pile went: three cycling tops; two pairs of Lycra shorts; one pair of baggy
cycling shorts (to pull on over said Lycra shorts for modesty in cafés, town centres or where
there are easily scared children around); one pair of cycling shoes; leg warmers (for non-cyclists,
I should explain that these are Lycra tubes worn under cycling shorts and not the Day-Glo woolly
variety, packed in case I happened across a 1980s-themed disco night); and arm warmers. I had
a warm cycling jacket, a Gore-Tex raincoat, a pair of waterproof overtrousers, a high-visibility



gilet (to pull on in low-light conditions), my helmet, Gore-Tex helmet cover, two pairs of
sunglasses (I was bound to lose at least one pair), spare sunglasses lenses, two pairs of
fingerless cycling mitts, and one pair of long-fingered cycling gloves.Into the miscellaneous pile
went: a guidebook to Britain; three novels; a chunky biography of Che Guevara; a mini dictionary
and thesaurus (A mini dictionary and thesaurus! What did I want to look up? Synonyms for
steep? More poetic ways to say ‘I’m going to have a heart attack’?); a solar recharging system
(the optimist in me was still buying into the predicted ‘barbecue summer’); various conventional
chargers (for when that turned out to be a fiction); a laptop; two box sets of The Wire (seasons
four and five to watch on those lonely nights in the tent); two cameras (one for back-up); a mobile
phone; a headtorch; a radio; a clothesline; a few clothes pegs; a first-aid kit; a Tupperware
tumbler; a vacuum flask; a head net for midges; and two pairs of swimming goggles.In my
toiletries bag I had aftershave, moisturiser (a man’s gotta take care of his appearance), a big can
of shaving gel, and post-ride massage oil (a blend of lavender and citrus), among other
things.Oh, experienced cycle tourists out there, try and control your mirth.Only that morning it
had all seemed essential. Now, feeling my thighs pulsing, it all looked ridiculous.I resolved to
make a pile of things I probably wouldn’t need. This was harder than it seemed, because I could
easily imagine scenarios when I might need everything. How about meeting that dream woman?
I’m going to need the smart jacket and the after-shave. What if I get to the shores of Loch Ness
and a strange, prehistoric shape breaks the water’s surface and I get my camera and it jams?
How about if somebody in the wilds of Wales stops me on a sunny day and says ‘The batteries
on my wife’s home life-support system have packed up. You haven’t got a solar recharging
system have you?’ Okay, that last one is ridiculous. Sunny day? Wales?But this was exactly why
my shed and cupboards at home were full of crap. Because I can always imagine a time when I
might need everything. Maybe we should all be forced to stuff our ‘essentials’ into a few bags
and have to push them up a steep hill. It would really focus the mind.Onto the discarded pile to
post home I put a pair of jeans (the fat ones), one pair of swimming trunks, the spare camera
and season five of The Wire. It was a start. It was going to be mostly flat until Yorkshire after all.
I’d eventually find my touring legs and there’d be plenty of time to jettison stuff further on into the
trip.Then I started going through my road atlas, ripping out the coastal pages I needed,
numbering them, and throwing away the rest. I was very pleased with myself for this stroke of
genius, though I would be in trouble if the shopkeeper on the Romford Road ever wanted his
map back.I went into the bathroom, started running a bath and returned to the bedroom. The
room was trashed, my gear spread everywhere like a jumble sale. I looked at my four empty
panniers. How had all this stuff fitted into them? I looked at my books. Che was a big man and
deserved a big book. But he had La Poderosa, a Norton 500, to help him up the hills. I put him
into the reject pile.I went into the bathroom, turned off the taps and climbed in the tub, sinking
into the hot embrace, closing my eyes in ecstasy, the stiffness and tenderness starting to melt
away, wallowing in the great feeling of satisfaction after a day of hard labour and fresh air. The
bits of me that had been exposed to the elements were tingling, burning, slightly but deliciously.



My first day on the road. I’d earned this. I felt like a great athlete resting after a day’s heroics. I
gently opened my eyes…‘What the…!’Staring back at me from the ceiling was not a great
athlete at all, but a pallid, flabby, middle-aged man, the only bit of him not pasty his bright red
face, which was sweating profusely. It was one of the most unattractive things I’d ever seen – and
I’ve spent a lot of time in rugby changing rooms.I turned onto my side. The entire wall was
mirrored too. In fact, now I started looking, I could see that the entire bathroom was mirrored,
every surface, including the door. Wherever I turned, all I could see was me. And if I looked
beyond my first reflection, there were hundreds of me, stretching into infinity.Now I understood
what Kate had meant by ‘interesting tastes’. I wondered how many married sex lives had started
in this room, and how many of them had survived the trauma.I watched me scrub and I watched
me wallow. I watched me scratch my arse and I watched me pick my nose. It was no good, the
view was too grim to relax. I stood up and watched myself bend over to get the towel (this I
accidentally saw from behind: a life-time’s first and, hopefully, a last). Did they have mirrors in
Dante’s day? If so, I was in the bathroom of his Upper Hell.I got dressed (chinos, smart shoes,
evening jacket, splash of David-off Cool Water, if you’re interested) and took the Ridgeback off in
the direction of Burnham-on-Crouch some two miles away. Without the luggage, it felt as frisky
as a colt, as if at any second it could take off, ET fashion.The church bells were ringing as I
pedalled down the high street, passing the Rio, an exquisite, tiny art deco cinema, and then
along the wide handsome high street, between the rows of white weatherboard houses draped
in wisteria and solid Georgian homes, many with windows formed of stained-glass sailing
scenes. It was all as pretty as a cake-tin picture.On my right, the pavement cut through the base
of an octagonal clock tower, with a fish-scale tiled ogee roof, which looked part rocket and part
minaret. I pulled over to have a look. At the base was a memorial plaque. ‘In memory of Laban
Sweeting’, it read. And I thought that was quite the loveliest name I had ever heard.I cut through
a narrow street to the seafront and cycled along the promenade. At the end, I came to the art
deco splendour of the Royal Corinthian Yacht Club, designed in 1931 by Joseph Pemberton,
which ended up representing Britain at the International Exhibition of Modern Architecture held
at the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1932. With its spiral staircases and brilliant white
walls, huge windows with cobalt frames, and a large part of the structure cantilevered beyond
the sea defences, it looked as if it could have been blown by the wind all the way from South
Beach, Miami.I’d never been to Burnham before, and I wondered why.A woman walked past, out
with her dog.‘Good evening,’ I said. ‘Lovely night for a stroll.’‘Isn’t it.’‘And what’s his name?’ I
asked, pointing to her West Highland terrier.‘This is Max.’‘Splendid name, Max,’ I said, bending
down to give him a pat on the head.Somewhere between London and Burnham, possibly just
beyond the M25, I seemed to have morphed into a royal, or a politician on the campaign trail. I
would never talk to strangers in London. Or any other city, come to that. I liked it though.I locked
my bike outside the Oyster Smack Inn. There was a group of four men at the bar in an otherwise
empty pub. One turned to me.‘Evenan’,’ he said. He had an accent which, if I’d been pressed, I
would have guessed was from somewhere in the West Country, but which I would come to learn



was proper rural Essex.‘Evenin’,’ I said.‘Lovely now, int it?’ he said. ‘Bit grubby earlier, thou.’‘Aye,’
I said. I always said ‘aye’ when I was in the countryside. It was a ridiculous affectation.‘Is Terry
Scott dead?’ said one of the others, turning to me.‘Sorry?’‘Terry Scott. Is he dead?’‘Erm… I’m
not…’‘You know. Fat bloke. Carry On films, Terry and June, Curly-Wurly ads.’‘I think so. Not a
hundred per cent but I haven’t seen him on telly for a while.’‘Told you,’ said the man, turning back
to his friends.I picked up a menu. There was whole roast pigeon, hare cannelloni, monkfish in
pancetta, half a dozen Maldon oysters with a red wine vinegar and shallot dressing. I was
salivating like Pavlov’s dog. I hadn’t eaten much all day, aside from the fruit, and it had only just
struck me just how ravenous I was, hungrier than I can remember ever being.‘Yes, love,’ asked
the woman behind the bar.‘Pint of lager, please.’She poured it and placed it on the counter. I
raised it to my lips. The first draught emptied half the glass.‘And could I order some food?’‘Sure,
let me get my pad.’ She turned round to pick it up from the shelf behind the bar. By the time she’d
turned back to me, the pint glass was empty.‘Blimey,’ said the woman. ‘You’re thirsty.’‘Windsor
Davies,’ said one of the men.‘Sorry?’‘Is Windsor Davies dead?’‘Another pint?’ the barmaid broke
in.‘Yes please.’‘You know, Ain’t Half Hot Mum…’‘I’m not sure.’‘There you go, love. And what food
can I get you?’‘Always shouting…’‘Can I have the venison burger with extra bacon and cheese, a
double portion of chips, some onion rings, deep-fried mushrooms and some garlic
bread.’‘Someone’s hungry.’‘Welsh. Sang with that little fella…’‘Take a seat. Won’t be
long.’‘“Whispering Grass”…’‘I think so,’ I said.‘Told you,’ the man said, looking smugly at his
friends.After the longest 10 minutes of my life, the food arrived, mountains of it. I started on the
chips while the woman still had her hand on the plate.‘On holiday?’ she asked.‘Sort of. I’m
touring on a bicycle.’‘Told you,’ she said, turning to the men at the bar.She didn’t elaborate on
how she’d come to that conclusion, but I was too busy shovelling onion rings into my mouth to
be curious.I had a pudding, too. A big slab of chocolate cake sitting in a lake of double cream.
And for one of the only times in my life, my gluttony was completely unsullied by guilt. My body
was like a furnace, the metabolism racing, my stomach like a chick from the nest constantly
calling for food. I thought about all my favourite treats now largely proscribed or heavily rationed
by the guilt and irrepressible middle-age spread: the wine gums and the biscuits, the Jaffa
Cakes and the crisps. I was going to enjoy this trip.But I’d also somehow got incredibly pissed on
three pints of lager, and sat there now, with mouth sagging open, like a man who’d had a stroke.I
went up to pay my bill, fumbling around in my pocket, and then dropped my wallet. I bent down to
pick it up but had to grab the bar to stop myself falling over.‘You okay?’ said the woman.‘Just
tired,’ I said.‘Reg Varney,’ said one of the men.‘I don’t…’‘On the Buses…’And as I stumbled out
of the door, all I could hear was ‘first person ever to use an ATM machine…’I don’t remember too
much about the ride back to the B&B, but I do recall pulling over and talking to some cows in a
field.It took me five minutes to get the key in the door, and another five to climb the stairs,
clinging to the banister rail like a man pulling himself up a steep ramp with a rope.I got into the
room, kicked off my shoes and went into the bathroom. Worried about my accuracy in the
honeymoon suite, I decided the safest bet was to sit on the toilet, which I did, trousers around



my ankles, and soon after I was slumping forwards, with my head in my hands. I awoke two
hours later, not quite sure where I was. I lifted my head and, through heavily squinting eyes,
gradually focused on the hideous thing staring back at me.‘Arrrraghhhhh!’Chapter 4‘Think of
bicycles as rideable art that can just about save the world.’Grant Petersen, US bicycle
designerAs I hit the road the next morning, the south-westerlies were still keen, the clouds low
and ominous. I took a detour back into Burnham, popped into the post office and handed over
my parcel. It didn’t feel very heavy in my hand. After the gluttony of the previous evening, I
calculated that I’d probably made a net gain on weight.I headed north across the flatlands of the
Dengie Peninsula, named after the Daeningas, the Saxons who’d settled the area in the fifth
century, sparsely populated due to its isolation. I rode through untamed fields and salt marshes,
skirting lonely reaches accompanied by the soundtrack of crows, the skies immense, the
grasslands shimmering in the wind, giving the whole landscape a feeling of liquidity. Dengie
seemed fabulously onomatopoeic.Novelist John Fowles has written of the ‘vast God-denying
skies, the endless grey horizon, the icy north-easterlies of the Dengie flats in winter’. I wouldn’t
want to be here in winter. Not on a bicycle, anyway.I meandered along the quiet back lanes,
seeing neither cars nor houses, not any sign of human life. Pheasants jumped out from the
hedgerows, playing chicken with my front wheel, swifts darted and danced ahead of me like
dolphins in the bow wave of a boat. If yesterday had been about escaping from the suffocating
confines of London, a mad dash to get somewhere else, then today was about beginning to
breathe. Thus I felt, really felt, for the first time on this trip, the miraculous nature of travel by
bicycle. How, just by sitting on a saddle and pedalling, in the space of a day I’d managed to
transport myself to another world, foot by foot, mile by mile, a sense of journey and progress
that’s just impossible in a sealed car. There’s an Arabic saying that the soul travels at the speed
of a camel. I was beginning to understand this.I rolled through the pretty village of Tillingham, all
village green, ancient pubs and white clapboard houses, snoozing under its low, grey
blanket.‘By midday they passed through Tillingham,’ wrote Wells of the Martians in The War of
the Worlds, ‘which, strangely enough, seemed silent and deserted, save for a few furtive
plunderers hunting for food.’Wells couldn’t have picked a better spot for contrasting the collision
of two worlds.A blackboard outside the Cap and Feathers offered four pints for £10 ‘to beat the
credit crunch’, while the Fox and Hounds had ‘beat the crunch lunches’, suggesting an
altogether different war of the worlds had started. Even the chapel on the high street was
boarded up, a ‘for sale’ sign poking out above the chest-high weeds, nailed to a peeling board
that read: ‘Church of the Peculiar People’.I remembered reading about the Peculiar People, a
Christian sect unique to south Essex, founded in the 1830s by John Banyard, a former drunk.
They practised a puritanical form of Christianity, eschewing medical care, relying on the healing
power of prayer instead. Next door to the chapel was a doctor’s surgery. I wondered if the
temptation had got too much.An old boy with wild silvery whiskers was walking past, pushing an
empty wheelbarrow.‘What happened to the chapel?’ I asked him.‘Dunno,’ he said, in that lovely
soft rural-Essex accent. ‘One day they gorn.’‘Any idea why they were called the Peculiar People?’



I asked.‘Religious people awl a bit peculiar, ain’t they,’ he said. ‘Still, make a lovely house. Right
next to the doc’s. Keep him busy. All you gotta do is put a bit of that Semtex over them walls and
it be lovely.’A few miles further up the road, the grey immense bulk of Bradwell nuclear power
station appeared. It looked like sixties planners had built a council estate in the middle of this
otherwise empty landscape. It occurred to me that this journey would take me past all of Britain’s
coastal nuclear stations. And who wouldn’t want that on their CV?I knew Bradwell had been
decommissioned just after the turn of the twenty-first century, the first UK station to be closed on
a planned basis, and cycled up to it expecting to find dereliction and desertion, nature following
its reclamation act. But the large car park was full, the place buzzing, though these days only
with people. I stopped and spoke to a security guard, asked him why there were so many people
working in a disused plant.‘It’s going to take twenty years to decommission. And for the first
seven years there’ll be no redundancies. The government is still deciding whether to build a new
station on the same site, though, so we might all be okay.’‘You local?’ I asked.‘Live over there,’ he
said, pointing across the River Blackwater. ‘Mersea Island.’‘Nice commute. This place must be a
godsend to the local economy.’‘It is. There isn’t much else around work-wise at the moment. But
a lot of the locals are against the new station. Mersea Island’s only got a causeway that floods
linking it to the mainland, so it can’t be evacuated in an emergency. They’re worried that hot
water pouring into the estuary will destroy the fragile ecosystem. The area’s prone to flooding –
they reckon that the land’s sinking about ten inches a century. But a new station would bring
jobs. A lot of the people moaning are retired, so they don’t have to worry. But this is the real
world. You’ve got to work.’I asked him about the proposed wind farm I’d read about: 30 giant
turbines to be built onshore near Bradwell.‘People don’t want that either,’ he said. ‘Would ruin the
landscape, they reckon. I don’t know. We’ve got to do something. Oil’s not going to last for ever.’I
cycled down a gravel track. The wind was howling now. Comedy wind, with the kind of sound
effects you’d normally associate with BBC radio dramas of people trapped out on the southern
ocean. Even the crows were sticking to the trees, now keeping metronomic time with the
gusts.At the end of the track was a small chapel, St Peter-on-the-Wall, standing quite alone on
the headland, facing out on the 250 acres of salt marsh and shingle of the Bradwell Cockle Spit
nature reserve, carpeted with sea holly and marram grass, rock samphire and sea rocket. It felt
like the end of the earth.The chapel had been built by Saint Cedd in 653AD after he’d sailed
down from Lindisfarne to spread Christianity among the godless locals. It is one of the oldest
largely intact church buildings in England still in regular use.There were no other people there.
Standing at a certain point, I could see nothing man-made in the entire landscape apart from the
chapel; the earth, water, mud and sky bleeding seamlessly into each other. It was easy to
imagine myself anywhere in time over the past 1,500 years. It was a raw, elemental place.I
propped my bike against the leeward side of the chapel and entered the empty building, my
cycling shoes clip-clopping against the flagstones worn smooth over the centuries. Light
streamed in from the windows, set 20 feet above the ground. A few simple wooden benches
were laid out. The rough stone walls were unadorned save for a small red cross at the far end



depicting Christ and Saint Cedd. At the front was a modern stone altar, inset with three stones,
gifts from Lindisfarne, Iona and Lastingham in Yorkshire. On top of the altar was a scattering of
shells and pebbles, a few formed into letters to spell ‘dad’. I sat on a bench listening to the wind.
Time passed. I could have stayed there for ever.When I did emerge, I stood back from the
chapel to take a picture. A white Jack Russell with a half-black head walked into the shot and sat
down, staring at me.‘Tizzy, Tizzy, get out of the man’s picture,’ I heard a woman’s voice say.But
Tizzy was having none of it. He just sat there, looking at me, tongue flapping about.‘I’m so sorry,’
said the woman. ‘He just likes having his picture taken. If you take a shot, then he’ll move. You
can always delete it later.’So I did. And Tizzy then went happily on his way, stopping only to cock
his leg against my bicycle and then against the chapel. I never did delete that picture.I had to
cycle straight into the wind now, heading west so I could get around the ferryless River
Blackwater, a 30-mile ride to reach Mersea Island, just two miles across the mudflats and
shifting sands. That was frustrating. But it was something I’d have to get used to on this trip,
being physically so close to where I wanted to go but taking hours of toil to get there. It’s a
mindset that motorised travel has more or less abrogated, where distances and winds and hills
are rendered irrelevant by the turn of a key.I was taking a terrible buffeting, having to stand on
the pedals just to make ground. The cars were treating the B-roads like their private racetrack,
coming perilously close to me, swooshing round corners, taking the racing line, not remotely
aware of the wind and the effect it has on the stability of a heavily laden bicycle.I’m sure there
was no malice involved. Just ignorance. As a cyclist and driver, I can see things from both sides.
Maybe one day we’ll have a driving test that includes both forms of transport. I’m convinced it
would foster much greater understanding among road users.It didn’t help that I was bonking at
the same time. Now, I should explain to non-cyclists that I wasn’t trying to have sex while
pedalling along. That would indeed create a degree of instability, involve a level of dexterity
unfamiliar to me since my younger days, and rightly engender a certain amount of antipathy from
my fellow road users.No, the verb ‘to bonk’ in cycling means to run out of gas, one’s natural
energy supplies having being depleted by the day’s exertions. So common is its usage among
cyclists that it’s easy to forget that, for non-cyclists, it means something else altogether. Maybe
they could incorporate it in the written part of the new driving test. Clear up any
misunderstandings. It’s a great pity they never made Carry On Cycling.Starving, and still unused
to the amount of food I would have to consume constantly throughout long days in the saddle, I
pulled into a garage, popped my bike against the wall, and joined the queue.‘Any fuel, love?’ the
woman asked the guy in front of me. ‘Number four? You got a BP card?’‘Any fuel, love?’ she
asked me.‘Just these,’ I said, holding out a jumbo-sized packet of fig rolls.‘One pound fifty,’ she
said. ‘You got a BP card?’‘It’s my fuel,’ I said.I thought this quite clever, and granted myself the
indulgence of a little chuckle. The woman would have needed to know that I was on a bicycle to
join in the joke. In retrospect, she obviously didn’t.‘That’s nice,’ she said. ‘One pound
fifty.’‘Because I don’t need petrol. This. Is. My. Fuel. Biscuits.’‘Next,’ the woman said. ‘Any fuel,
love?’I took my fig rolls outside and, beside the window where the woman was on the till,



hoovered the entire packet, one biscuit after another, shovelling them into my mouth, crumbs
cascading down my shirt. After I’d finished, I mounted my bike and waved at the woman, pointing
to my Ridgeback, then to my mouth.She turned back to the next customer.I was desperate to
reach Maldon. Not so much because of its unique spot in literature as the place where the first
great epic poem in English, The Battle of Maldon, was written. Nor, indeed, because it’s home to
the largest surviving fleet of nineteenth-century Thames sailing barges, those wooden vessels
whose flat bottoms made them perfectly adapted to those shallow creeks and estuaries, a
dozen or so of which lined the quayside. No, lovely as Maldon was, the only thing that interested
me that day was the fact that it lay at the head of the River Blackwater and, having battled for the
last 20 miles into a strong south-westerly headwind, after it I could head east. Such is the
solipsism of the long-distance cyclist.Now on a starboard tack, I flew along the B1026. If I’d
packed a spinnaker, I’d have flown it. Hills just flattened out, my legs getting into a steady high
tempo; I effortlessly clocked 25mph, flying through a village called Tolleshunt D’Arcy and, while
still trying to imagine what the origin of that name might be, hit Salcott-cum-Virley and gave
up.One of the things I find about cycling is that flying before the wind always feels like the natural
state of things, how things should always be, as close to perfection and harmony with the world
as it’s possible to get, the elements (wind, muscle) combining to speed you on your way.I am a
terrible golfer, but when I hit a rare good shot – clean, crisp, straight – instead of acknowledging
it as the fluke it was, it always feels like the ‘real’ me, a perfection of alignment, a confluence of
mind and muscle that, if found once, could, given application (and talent), be found every time.
Every duff shot that inevitably follows is an aberration, an injustice.Well, that’s how I’ve always
felt about the wind and cycling. Tailwinds I deserve. Headwinds I do not. Most people learn about
the injustices of the universe when they’re children. But a strong headwind? I just want to lie on
the floor, stamping my arms and legs on the ground, going ‘waaaah, waaaah, ’snot fair…’I
gybed, and headed across the Strood, an exposed Roman causeway that bolts Mersea, the
UK’s most easterly inhabited island, five marooned square miles of salt marshes, creeks and
mud, to the mainland. The causeway still glistened from its last tidal soaking and this, combined
with the wind now whistling across my starboard beam and the traffic trying to squeeze past me
on the narrow road, made for tricky riding. I jumped on the pavement and, more than once, the
wind, catching the large surface area of my luggage, blew me into the wooden fence, which I’d
hang onto for dear life.I watched the gusts sweep across the surface of the Strood channel,
pricking up the water like hairs on a scared cat’s back, and between them released my grip on
the fence, pedalled like fury, then hung on like grim death again. You don’t get that in a car.I rode
past caravan parks and retirement homes and houses where little signs on home-made boards
advertised manure for sale, or pleaded for the return of a lost dog, sad little eyes staring back at
me from blown-up photographs. There was nearly always a reward offered. One was for £750!
How we English love our dogs. I tried to keep a mental rogues’ gallery of all the assorted dogs
and kittens and where they lived, in case I should come across any strays. But then I imagined
myself careering across the countryside with panniers full of mewling furballs, and abandoned



the idea.I passed a convex mirror standing opposite a driveway and gave myself a little wave as I
flashed by. I had started doing this earlier that day and it had already become a habit. It felt like
the equivalent of a montage sequence in a movie, an indication of the passing of time. There I
am! Look at me! Moving! Cycling round Britain! Helloooooo! But then again, this could just be
what happens to a man with too much time on his hands sitting on a bicycle all day.I arrived in
the tiny town of West Mersea. A couple of miles across the Blackwater was Bradwell nuclear
power station, brooding, terrifying. I remembered what the security guard had said regarding the
evacuation of Mersea in the event of an accident. Thinking about the causeway, the scenario
was chilling.On the front, between the land and the muddy creeks, was an area of marshy
grassland. On it, with mooring lines tethered into the earth, were dozens of houseboats, floating
on the grass, marooned, like those trawlers on the dried-out Aral Sea. When I say boats, I use
the term in its loosest sense. For many looked like sheds that had been nailed to a hull, or had
ramshackle cabins that comprised fence panels, mismatched doors and double-glazed windows
of every shape and architectural idiom, as if the owners had ram-raided their local reclamation
yard, grabbed what they could before the police arrived, and made the best of their looted
booty.It was a bit early for me to tackle the fabled Mersea native oysters, sprats and clams raked
from the nearby creeks that are served up by the island’s two seafood institutions, the West
Mersea Oyster Bar and the Company Shed, both housed in plank-board shacks that looked like
village community centres. Besides, I wasn’t sure about the cycling nutritional value of shellfish,
and the combination of getting a dodgy clam while wearing Lycra bib shorts with no immediate
access to a lavatory would not be a happy one.So I plumped for an outside table at a café on the
corner of the high street, watercolours of Mersea seascapes festooning the walls. A group of four
well-fed and ruddy-faced middle-aged men in rugby shirts and deck shoes sat at the next table
drinking beer. Three young mums rocking strollers sat chatting at the table next to them. I
ordered a cappuccino and a blueberry muffin and, after eating that in three mouthfuls, ordered
another.‘Hungry?’ asked the young waiter as he brought me my second muffin.‘I’m cycling,’ I
said to him. ‘Need the energy.’‘How far have you come?’‘From London.’‘With all that gear!’ he
said pointing to my bike.‘I’m on a long trip.’ I told him where I was heading.‘Amazing,’ he said,
and his eyes flashed with envy. ‘I’d love to do that. Think of all the incredible places you’ll
see.’‘I’ve seen some pretty amazing things already,’ I said. ‘I never knew this coastline was so
beautiful.’‘Not bad, is it?’ he said. ‘Could never live anywhere else.’I asked him what it was like
living on an island that periodically got cut off from the mainland. It seemed such a weird
anachronism in the twenty-first century, where busy councils and engineering departments saw
every obstacle that nature created as a problem to be solved.He told me that the debate about
improving the causeway rumbled on. How they’ve been told that by raising it just a few feet, they
would never be cut off again.‘But to be honest, most of us like being cut off,’ he said. ‘It’s part of
the Mersea character, the sense of strangeness living on an island brings. It feels like things
happen here just that little bit slower than in the outside world. Nobody wants to lose that.’I
picked up the café’s copy of that day’s Guardian. The Speaker, Michael Martin, had finally quit



over his handling of the parliamentary expenses scandal. On the Comment pages, where I
usually worked, a headline thundered: ‘The Speaker exits with revolution in the air. I say, bring it
on.’ I read on:Voters share a sense of revulsion that has no recent precedent…When the nation
loathes not this individual or even that political party, but the entire governing class – yearning to
throw out the whole lot of them … Power should belong to us all… We demand a full statement
of our rights, in a language and a style any of us could understand… Fundamental rights are
ours unconditionally, because we are all in charge… (©Guardian News & Media Ltd 2009)
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RayCam, “Part Bill Bryson, Part Paul Theroux, A Bit of Bruce Chatwin. At times laugh out loud
funny like Bill Bryson, at times wistful and penetrating like some of Paul Theroux, this book
deserves to become a minor classic. At a superficial level, it fits into the road-trip-brought-on-by-
a-midlife-crisis genre, but manages to get beyond the flaws typical of that genre to a more
interesting place. Much like Paul Theroux's 
  
The Happy Isles of Oceania: Paddling the Pacific

  
  
, the writer begins a trip following the collapse of his marriage in midlife. Unlike Theroux's
book, there's no bitterness, but more a sense of dislocation and existential confusion made
bearable by looking at the world with good hearted wonderment and self-deprecating humor.
He's a lost soul, sure enough, looking for something he doesn't quite find in the pages of the
book, bonding long term only with his tent and his bike, but his personal story takes a back seat
to the people and scenery he passes by as he circles his native land. A range of characters
enlivens the tale, from the unhappiest man in England sitting at the northern end of the Lands
End-John O' Groats trail, to passing a fully alive septuagenarian cycling round England in the
opposite direction (at a much faster pace than the author), to a motley assembled family
gathered at a farm turned flea market in Scotland, to a ferry man who pedaled (bikes and pedal
boats) from England to Hawaii (concluding that crossing an ocean in a 23 foot boat or going
back and forth a few hundred yards in a ferry is all the same if you just learn to live in the
moment). You get a sense for the spectacular beauty of some of the more isolated spaces in
Britain, as well as a feel for the hollowed out industrial centers and half abandoned working class
seaside resorts left behind in the shift to a finance driven services economy. It's a book I think I
will pick up again and reread in whole or part sometime.It's a picaresque tale of the road, but not
so much a technical cycling book or a travel guide. The next time I travel around England I'll look
through it before going, but it's not trying to do what Rick Steves or Lonely Planet do. In the same
way, while to a touring cyclist many aspects of the long distance cycling felt true, it's not really a
bike book, any more than Theroux's 
  



The Kingdom by the Sea: A Journey Around the Coast of Great Britain

  
  
     or Bill Bryson's 
  
Notes from a Small Island

  
  
are mainly about the British railways. It's about Britain, and about a funny man trying to find
his way, with the bike something more than incidental but not the point of the story.”

Sam, “A fun adventure. If you can't or won't ever make .... This is an interesting book on many
levels. A travel adventure, a bit of learning about British history and an update on the current
state of the economy in various parts of Britain. Plus a how-to of off-the-beaten-path travel while
cycling and camping, with a few gems of mostly undisturbed scenic places. And a bit of a
meditation on the difference between people from the big city, London, versus those living in
small towns. The author bicycled around the entire coastline of the UK which is much father
than you might first think, because of all the bays and inlets - 5,000 miles he says. Along the way
he encounter untold numbers of characters and lots of kind and helpful people.It's well-written
too, the author is a professional journalist ( the Guardian ). A fun adventure. If you can't or won't
ever make such a trip yourself this will give you a good feel for it.”

K. Wiley, “I'm not done with this book yet, but I'm .... I'm not done with this book yet, but I'm
fascinated with it. I actually bought a copy in England, but gave it to my friend for his birthday. So,
I had to purchase a new copy. The book was not on Amazon Prime and it took FOREVER to get.



Okay, I'm used to 2 days; this book took over seven days. And I believe it was only coming from
Chicago.I'm thankful that I have an English boyfriend, because some of the things said are
confusing or mean something completely (and dirty) to Americans. I only wish the map had
more locations on it instead of just the base maps. I found out so many places I want to visit next
time I'm in the UK. The book also inspired me to do a similar coastal trip on my bike. I have a few
people excited to participate.”

K. J. CORCORAN, “wonderful escape. I've read several books like this, including several about
the Lands End to John O' Groats trip. This book stands out for its distinct routing, and for the
author's review of how the UK has changed since his childhood, as well as the contrast between
normal city living and life on the road. Best of all is his appreciation of his homeland and fellow
citizens.  Well written.  I thoroughly enjoyed it, and recommend it!”

Jim Vance, “A well told story. Throughly enjoyable!!. Throughly enjoyed this book. Mike Carter
takes us with him on his journey around the British coastline with vivid descriptions of people
and places. The reader feels his pain and joy often in the same paragraph. Mike's humor is the
magic sauce that brings his story to life.”

Dean in KL, “Great book, I simply didn't want this journey to .... Great book, I simply didn't want
this journey to end.. what is especially good about the book is that the writer actually talks to
people on the journey. Its not just about road numbers and place names, but also locals and
black pudding... great read.”

Margaret A. Smith, “Loved Mike's sense of humor.. I followed his trip on a map. Amazing! I would
love to know what he's doing now. I'm getting ready to do the End to End ride next year and this
was a good introduction!”

Michael Newsham, “Inspirational. Would recommend to all readers, travellers, and especially
cyclists. Mike manages to be witty, sardonic, vulnerable, & inspiring all at once. Read it. You’ll not
regret it. Perfect companion for your own bike tour.”

DS, “Heart warming book and a very entertaining read. It is quite rare that I enjoy a book so
much I feel compelled to write a review, but this is one such book. As a cyclist with aspirations to
go on a long tour I found Mike Carter's story inspirational. As someone who often despairs at the
number of Britons who constantly berate their own nation and talk about it so negatively I found
Mike's experiences a wonderful antidote.His encounters with such a wide range of interesting
people - most of them friendly and helpful and only a handful of them not so reflect my own
experiences. And as Mike observes, we really do live in one of the most beautiful countries on
Earth.I read a few negative reviews based on the fact the the majority of the book covers the first
half of the journey, and Wales, the West Country and South Coast don't get the same level of



coverage as the East Coast, Scotland and the North-West, but this is well explained in the book
by the author himself, and it is quite clear that his best experiences were in the first half of the
journey and by the time he got to Wales clearly was getting tired or the trip (not a good time to be
in that frame of mind given the fact that the worst hills of the journey are going to be in Wales and
the South-West.Perhaps Mike should try the journey again but going the other way around!
Although as someone who has also cycled some of those hills in Devon and Cornwall ..... he
could definitely be forgiven for never wanting to do them again.Overall though this book is well
deserving of 5 stars. An uplifting book and a wonderful tale of travels through Britain.”

L. Franklin, “Inspirational is too small a word..... I've given this book a 5-star rating for keeping me
so very entertained! This book is nothing like the type of book I would normally choose to read,
but it was given to me by my boyfriend (another Mike) who loves cycling. I have thoroughly
enjoyed Mr Carter's dialogue, style of writing (learned so many new words), his terrific adventure
and his amazing sense of humour. Thoroughly, utterly enjoyable from beginning to end. I had to
Google so many of the places he visited and that also demonstrated to me that we do indeed
live on a beautiful island. Thank you so much for giving me such a beautiful insight into your
adventure!”

CBourne, “An amazing trip around the UK. This is my 3rd cycling travelogue book (the first was
excellent written by a female cyclist and the 2nd was dreadful so a lot was riding on this book).
The idea of cycling around the coast of the UK is amazing but not something I could do as I'm
not a serious cyclist and you have to be in order to do this trip, as the hills would kill me. After
finishing this book, you could tell that cyclists are a breed apart and I mean this in the best
possible way. They have a connection to their bikes which I simply don't understand as a non
cyclist. If I did this trip it would be by car and I would stay in B&Bs, as I'm not a camper. But full
respect to Mike Carter for completing the journey, as it showed you that the people of the UK
are friendly and helpful to fellow travellers. Sometimes you can forget this if you haven’t
experienced it. I love the fact that Mike added interesting details for each place he went through.
I loved all the stories he heard especially about Stevie who pedalled to Hawaii, yes Hawaii! This
is a trip he will never forget and will hopefully inspire others to do too!”

Sonny Johnson, “I couldn't put it down. This book is excellent and made me laugh out loud on
numerous occasions. Having the Guardian journalist slant on cycle-touring is wonderful and
results in a very interesting picture of the post financial crisis UK. As a keen cycle-tourer I found
his experience accurate and inspiring. As with the author prior to his trip, my picture of cycling in
the UK is miserable weather, grumpy camping site staff and busy road filled with angry drivers.
Whilst he experienced all of these, he also shines a light on many of the positive aspects of the
British Isles. Highly recommended!”
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